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What is grokking in everyday life? 

(顿悟)
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What is grokking in science? 

Apples fall to the ground.

Earth orbits around the Sun.
Universal gravitation

Generalisation !

Sir Isaac Newton
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What is grokking in ML? 

“Grokking: Generalization Beyond Overfitting on Small Algorithmic Datasets” by Power et al. 

 https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf

https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf
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Grokking in everyday life and in ML 

“Grokking: Generalization Beyond Overfitting on Small Algorithmic Datasets” by Power et al. 

 https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf

https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf


“Grokking: Generalization Beyond Overfitting on Small Algorithmic Datasets” by Power et al. 

 https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf
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Grokking  
Puzzle 1: delayed generalization

Common training curves

Optimization Steps

Ac
cu

ra
cy

Training

Validation

Grokking vs

Training and validation accuracy go up simultaneously.Validation accuracy is much delayed than training accuracy.

https://mathai-iclr.github.io/papers/papers/MATHAI_29_paper.pdf
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From Figure 1 of "Grokking: Generalization beyond 
overfitting on small algorithmic datasets." by Power et al.

Grokking  
Puzzle 2: dependence on training size

0.3
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From Figure 1 of "Grokking: Generalization beyond 
overfitting on small algorithmic datasets." by Power et al.

Grokking setup: 
Learning binary operation

a ∘ b = c
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Split the table into 
train & val datasets

From Figure 1 of "Grokking: Generalization beyond 
overfitting on small algorithmic datasets." by Power et al.

Grokking setup: 
Learning binary operation
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a + b mod p = c
Task: learn a binary operation

Grokking setup

}Decoder-only 
Transformer 
or MLP

a b

Logits for a, b, c, …

 ←Trainable Embeddings
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Why is Grokking interesting?

Might give practitioners hope that neural networks will eventually magically generalize

A comment from an author of the openai grokking paper, on YouTube.
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Questions raised by grokking

1. How do networks generalize at all on 
algorithmic datasets? 
- Representation 

2. Why does grokking (generalization) time depend strongly 
on the training set fraction? 
- Training size controls the speed of representation learning 

3. Under what conditions is generalization delayed? 
- Improper hyper-parameters that prohibit representation

¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

✖No Magic!!!
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Q1: How do networks generalize at all on algorithmic datasets?


A1: Representation.
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Toy Model

}MLP “Decoder”

a b

Predict 8

 ←Trainable Embeddings

+

{
{
{

Representation

Operation

Fit the result

Addition dataset

3 5
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Peek in a generalisation case
Addition & toy model, 100% test accuracy
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If 5 + 9 = 14
is in the train set
then the toy model will 
generalize to 6 + 8

Representation is key to generalization!
Addition & toy model

E6

E8

E9

E5

Because E5 + E9 = E6 + E8
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Representation is key to generalization!

Final embedding vectors  
(first 2 PCA components)

Modular addition & non-toy
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embeddings over training 
using PCA

Representation is key to generalization!
Modular addition & non-toy
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Q2: Why does grokking (generalization) time depend on  
       training size?


A2: Training size controls the speed of representation learning.
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The dynamics of representation
Addition & toy model

ML Physics
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P0(D) = {(i, j, m, n) | (i, j) ∈ D, (m, n) ∈ D, i + j = m + n}

ℓeff =
ℓ0

Z0
, ℓ0 ≡ ∑

(i,j,m,n)∈P0(D)

|Ei + Ej − Em − En |2 , Z0 ≡ ∑
k

|Ek |2 ,

dEi

dt
= − η

dℓeff
dEi

Effective theory
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Compare theory and experiment
Addition & toy model
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Grokking time dependence on train size

ℓeff =
ℓ0

Z0
, ℓ0 ≡ ∑

(i,j,m,n)∈P0(D)

|Ei + Ej − Em − En |2 , Z0 ≡ ∑
k

|Ek |2 ,

Proposition: Grokking time is proportional to  

Hij =
∂2ℓ0

∂Ei∂Ej
Define Hessian with eigenvalues λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ . . .

λ−1
3

where λ1 = λ2 = 0

Training size controls λ3 λ3 controls grokking timeAnd
Training size


controls 

grokking time
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Q3: Under which conditions is generalization delayed?


A3: Improper hyper-parameters that prohibit representation.



Grokking from slow  
representation learning

Addition & toy model
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Summary

1. Observed that generalization is associated with the model 
learning structured representations.


2. Developed an effective theory for learning dynamics of 
representations (embeddings) in a toy setting. Our theory 
exhibits a phase transition in train data fraction.


3. Made phase diagrams describing how learning dynamics 
depend on hyperparameters, allowing us to control grokking.
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Still, we want to understand:

Q1: The origin of grokking from dynamics on loss landscape: Why 
is generalization much delayed after overfitting?

LU mechanism 

Q2: The prevalence of grokking: Can grokking occur on datasets 
other than algorithmic datasets?

Yes
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Omnigrok:

Grokking Beyond Algorithmic Data

Ziming Liu Eric J. Michaud Max Tegmark

Accepted to ICLR 2023 (Spotlight)



Grokking due to train/test mismatch

Some direction?

Loss

Test

Train

Weight norm!
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Loss Landscape

weight norm : w



Reduced 1D landscape

Any quantity of interest, e.g., train/test loss/error.

Initialisation

minima on the sphere

w

w*(w)



LU mechanism

dw
dt

= − γw −
∂ℓ̃train(w)

∂w

dw
dt

= − γw

w > wc,
∂ℓ̃train(w)

∂w
= 0

w(t) = exp(−γt)

(w0)

γ : weight decay

t(w0 → wc) = log(
w0

wc
)/γ ∝ γ−1



Toy: Teacher-student

Teacher network Student network

Random seed: 0


Standard initialisation

Random seed: 1


After standard initialization, multiply all weights by α

Same architecture



Teacher-student: Landscape

Student network

Initialisation

minima on the sphere

α = 1

w*(w)
teacher network

weight space



Teacher-student: Grokking

Student network

Note: weight norm is not constrained here.



Teacher-student: Grokking

Student network

Note: weight norm is not constrained here.



MNIST: landscape analysis

Model: MLP



MNIST: Grokking



More datasets
IMDb (Sentiment Analysis) + LSTM

QM9 (Molecule) + Graph Convolutional Neural Network



Wait a second …

1. For algorithmic datasets, standard initialisation is sufficient to produce 
grokking. But on standard datasets we induce grokking by manually 
increasing initialisation scale.


2. Since we can induce grokking on standard datasets, we you remove 
grokking from algorithmic datasets?



Modular addition: Weight norm evolution



Remove grokking by small & constrained scale



Outlook

1. Grokking in large language models?

2. More applications of reduced loss landscape?

3. Theory of LU mechanism?

4. Task-dependent Initialisation?



Physics & Deep Learning

1. Thermodynamics (phase diagrams)

2. Classical mechanics (particle interaction)


3. Identifying useful variables (weight norm)

4. Toy examples & controlled experiments

Knowledge

Approach

Grokking



Backup: 
Representation learning vs grokking 



Algorithmic: Representation learning

Figure 1 of  “Towards Understanding Grokking: An Effective Theory of Representation Learning”, NeurIPS 2022.
Ziming Liu, Ouail Kitouni, Niklas Nolte, Eric J. Michaud, Max Tegmark, Mike Williams

messy m = 1 structured m = 0

representation messiness m

0 < m < 1



Algorithmic: Landscape analysis



Algorithmic: data size/weight decay dependence

t =
L + htanθ

γ

data size ↑ → θ ↓ → t ↓

γ ↑ → t ↓



MNIST: landscape analysis


